
Mechanical Properties, Fatigue Failure and
Milling Performance of Coated Tools,
Investigated Through Innovative FEM
Supported Experimental Procedures
The fatiSue and lhe wear behavior of coatings on cemented carbide substrates are investigated qpeimentally in
milling and analytically through a Finite Elements Method (FEM) simulation of the cutting process. The hereby
required codtings and substrates mechanical properties ale determined by means of an innovdtive FEM supported
evaluation procedure of nanoindentation test results. Critical coating fatigue stresses were experimentally found out
through the impacl test and are taken into account in the interpretation of the coated inserls cutting performance.
Substrate surface mechanical treahnents, such as micro-blasting and cutting edge rounding, convenient coating
annealings and appropriale coating materials, are some of the investigated cases. The initiation and progress of the
tool failure is depicted through Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energt Dispersive X-ray microspectral
investigations of the used cutting edges. Furthermore the FEM simulation of the contact between the tool and the
workpiece enables a quantitative description of the influence ofmechanical stress components on the coating failure.
Codting stress-strain properties determined as mentioned through the FEM supported nanoindentation results
evaluation method are considered in the impact test simulation.
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MEANS OF NANOI|IDENTATIONS AI\D regions of the indentation depth versus load curve, as
IMPACT TESTS RESPECTMLY shown in the upper right figwe part.
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The nanohardness measurement is a precise
indentation method to monitor continuously the
course of the penetration depth versus the applied
indentation force. This measurement consists of two
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The curve during the loading stage is digitalrzed tn a
number of Fi-hi pairs, as the corresponding table in
the lower figure part demonstrates. These values are
the input data to the developed "SSCUBONI"
algorithm. The conesponding stress strain
distributions to the numbered from I up to tV Fi-hi
pairs, determined through the SSCUBONI algorithm,
are illustrated in frgure 2.

The paper was published at Seventh Yugoslav
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Fisure 1: FEM continuous simulation of the

nunohardness measurement to extract coating stress

strain curves

The von Mises equivalent stress distributions,

determined at the penetration depths hr to hv trnd hv1, are

presented in the left figure part. At the same penetration

,tug.r, the occurring corresponding von Mises

eqriivalent strain distributions in the coatingate shown

in the middle figure part. Owing to these stress strain

distributions, by means of the introduced continuous

FEM based nanoindentation simulation extracted' the

coating stress strain Srnu^ - t."* curve is stepwise

calculated as demonstrated in the right figure part'

Up to a penetration depth of approximately 40 nm, the

coating is deformed purely elastic' The present

nanoindentation procedure, terminates at a maximum

penetration depth of 222 nm. In the corresponding

stress-strain diitribution graphs, the shadowed areas

indicate that the coating material deformation has

entered into the regions of the overall stress strain curve'

shown in the lowest diagram in the right figure part [6].

The "SSCUBONI" accuracy can be among others

judged, through the deviation of the calculated

rem-aining imprint depth, due to the coating plastic

deformation, fron' the measured one, which is less than

approxim ately 2Yo. Through the assumption that the

rfuting behaves purely elastic, coating failure

mechanisms, observed for example during the impact

test, could not be explained. on the other hand, as it will

be described in the following section, the consideration

of the whole coating elastic plastic stress strain behavior

enables the interpretation of such coating fracture

phenomena.
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Figure 2: Stress and strain distributions during the

"."""td.ntation 
test, calculated through the FEM

supported continuous simulation of the nanoindentation
'iest 

("SSCUBONI" algorithm) and the herewith-

determined stress strain curves'
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An improved construction of the irnpact tester is shown
in fizure 3. During the impact test a carbide ball
penetrates under a desired maximum loading level into
the coating, periodically. Due to the plastic deformation
that develops during the loading stage, the contact area
does not fuily reco.;er to its initial plane shape, forming
herewith a permanent concave imprint. The coating
failure mode can be either cohesive or adhesive. For
weil adherent coatings, the major fatigue danger is the
cohesive one, i.e. intrinsic coherence release and
microchipping. For each specific set of experiments,
there is a critical impact load associated to 106
successive impacts, which the coating withstands
wrthout failure. In the bottom figure part according to
the impact tester working principle, its FEM simulation
is illustrated 18,91. With the aid of this FElv{ model. the
coating stresses, associated to the critical contact load,
ensuring the coating continuous endurance (fatigue
strength), can be determined 18,91.

Figure 3: The Impact Test, its FEM simulation and
typical Smith and Woehler diagrams, obtained by its

application.

3. Parameters affecting the coated tool cutting
performance and milling process simulation

Fieure 4 indicates potential magnitudes influencing the
cutting performance of coated tools. The effects of some
of these parameters, i.e. the cutting wedge radius, the
coating material properties, the coating annealing etc,
on the wear behavior are descr ibed in /10,1I ,12,20,211.

Detall

Coatingdata Substrate surface Coating surface

Figure 4: Parameters affecting the coated tool cutting
performance.

Figure 5 illustrates the used tool-workpiece system in
milling. The cutting experiments were performed using
a 3-axis CNC machine center. Appropriate tool holders,
according to the tool geometry were applied. A
prescribed number of successive cuts was set before
every examination of the cutting insert wear status. The
tool wear condition was monitored by means of optical
and SEM investigations. During the cutting process,
besides the tool wear observation, further significant
process parameters, such as the cutting force
components were monitored. The used workpiece
material was 42CrMc-4 hardened steel, whose
mechanical properties and chemical composition are
inserted at the bottom part of the same figure.

The FEM modeling strategy of the coated cutting wedge
and of its loads during the material remo.zal process is
illustrated in fieure 6. According to the tool holder the
tool-workpiece system is simula-,"ed considering the
corresponding cutting kinematics, shown at the upper
right part of this figure. Each of the shown tool hoider
cases is generally described by a plain strain model of
the coated cutting wedge, iilustrated at the bottom part

Fisure 5: Milling proc;ff;;:f,:::'-o workpiece

1b '  1bu 10 '
nurnber of impacts
Smith - Woehler

t\
i;:::}.
imPac1310' Tool Number of cuts:

NC=f(f.,D,g)

workpiece: 42CrMo4
R,=1 GPa (27-30 HRC

Tool-workpiece system Cuttlng strategy

Workpiece material 42CrMo4Y,298 HV R.=1 GPa
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of the same figure. The acting cutting loads are applied
in a form of superficial normai and tangential pressure
distributions, determined considering the entire cutting
kinematics, the measured cutting forces and the chip
compression ratio. To create a reproducible model,
capable of prescribing stress distributions, independent
of geometric and dynamic restrictions the simulation
was parametrically built. Thus, the coating thickness,
the chip dimensions, the cutting loads and the model
dimensions are variable and changeable parameters,
using a design language that the employed FEM
package supports /13/.

4. The effect of the substrate cuffing wedge radius on
its milling performance

The cemented carbides, considering their structure and
composition may express anisotropic and
inhomogeneous behaviour ll4,l5l. On that account their
strength in tension and compression is different and the
von Mises failure criteria are not valid. Considering this
fact, the tool designers pay attention on the tool cutting
geometry in order to avoid concentrations of high
principal stresses, especially of tensile ones, capable to
provoke brittle cutting edge microbreakages that may
deteriorate the tool performance. At a first stage of
experiments with hardmetal substrates, coated inserts
were useci having a relatively sharp cutting edge
rounding, filleted with radius of 4 pm l14/ . For this case,
the experimental results illustrated a very early failure
of the tip of the cutting edge, due to reasons explained

Figure 6: FEM simulation model of the milling process
considering the tool holder.
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in the fi.uther paragraphs. To solve this problem a
different, larger radius was selected and the
experimental cutting edge stability was improved.

The left part of fizure 7 illustrates the stress behaviour
of a sharp cutting edge, which has a filleted tip by a
small radius of 4 pm. The stress distributions refer to an
uncoated cutting edge in order to understand that the
instability of the base material is responsible for early
tip microbreakages. A high concentration of tensile
stresses at the flank and of compressive ones on the rake
face, create a three dimensional bending field capable of
breaking the cutting wedge tip at a very early number of
successive cuts. These high principal tensile and
compressive stress concentrations generate the two
maxima of the von Mises stress, as it can be observed in
the corresponding contours. This stress behaviour leads
to failures of the tip of the cutting edge, similar to the
corresponding one presented in the SEM micrograph of
the same figure.

When a greater cutting edge rounding is applied, the
stress distribution is different and illustrates only a local
maximum near the beginning of the fillet at the flank
(see the right part of figure 7). This stress concentration
is mainly consisting of compressive principal stresses,
which are not so critical for hardmetals. The
aforementioned stress results veri$ adequately the well
known experience based on the technique of forming

Fieure 7: The effect of the cemented carbide insert peff
modification on the stress development at the cutting

wedge.
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round fillets in cutting edges, to reach a stable cutting
performance. This problem is not so critical in HSS
substrates, taking into account their isotropy and
homogeneiry that ensures the application of the von
Mises failure criteria, but it may occur in cases of high
clearance and rake angles. As it can be observed in the
SEM micrograph of the same figure for the insert of the
geometry corresponding to the one illustrated in the
previous geometry, but with an adequate fillet of 10 pm,
the cutting edge can withstand a significant number of
successive cuts, without any damage. The cutting
conditions in this case were identical to the ones for the
insert with the sharper cutting edge.

4.1. Premafure coating failure due to small
cutting wedge radius

Sharp cutting edges, are subjected to the risk of a
premafure coating failure at the tool tip, where stress
concentrations might lead to a cohesive failure on the
transient filleted flank cutting wedge region l16,17l.The
FEM model described in figure 3 is applied to
determine the occurring stress state. The calculated von
Mises equivalent stress distribution, in the case of 5 pm
effective'cutting radius, is inserted in the upper part of
figure 8 and corresponds to a milling operation with an
unaffected cutting wedge (cutting stage 1). In this case
the maximum developed stress amounts 5 GPa.
Inserting this stress into the TINALOX@ Woehler
diagram in the upper left part of the figure, it can be
found out that the tool might cut approximately over 104
times, until a first premature coating fatigue failure
occurs In the conducted mill ing ex-oeriments this
expected premature coating failure occurred after
approximately 5000 cuts, at the inserted in the figure
SEM micrograph of the cutting wedge indicates. To
examine the stress distribution in the cutting wedge
region after various number of successive cuts and at
different stages of cutting wedge wear, the FEM model
was properly modified. In this way the occurred tool tip
geometry alteration, due to the coating failure and the
consequent wear propagation is considered. The stress
development in the cutting wedge region at diflbrent
wear stages and the corresponding SEM micrographs of
the real cutting wedge, are inserted in the figure. After
the first coating failure, the maximum developed
equivalent stress decreases and appears on the rake face
(wear stage 2). On the other hand, in the failed coating
regions, high cutting heat amounts penetrate into the
substrate material, implying additional thermal loads.
These two contradictory facts lead to a gradual tool
wear propagation on the rake face as well as on the
flank. In this way after lOa and 4x104 successive cuts
the cutting wedge stress state is described as illustrated
in the stages 3 and 4 respectively. The corresponding
flank wear development versus the accumulated number
of cuts is presented in the lower left diagram of the
same figure. These results show that after a coating
failure the flank wear starts increasing and the tool life
is restricted. An effective way to protect the coating
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/ first coating failure

Fisure 8: Premature coating fatigue failure and flank
wear propagation, in milling with small cutting

wedge radius

from a premature failure and the cutting insert from a
consequent rapid wear propagation, is the optimrzatron
of the cutting wedge effective radius, as it will be
presented in the next paragraph.
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A key action to avoid the rapid wear propagation owing
to a premature coating failwe is to optimize the tool
cutting wedge radius as well as to improve the coated
tool adhesion. The effective radius of the cutting wedge
consists of the cemented carbide insert radius plus the
coating thickness, since the coating follows the
curvature of the substrate during the deposition process.
The SEM micrograph in the upper right part of fizure 9
illustrates the cutting wedge after 8xl0a successive cuts.

The photograph is taken from an oblique viewing
pointand corresponds to the initiation of coating failure
at the filleted tool tip close to the flank. The failed zone
of the tool flank is limited by the dashed lines and lies at
the beginning of the fillet, between the rake and the
flank. It is remarkable that the cutting edge, except
this local coating failure, keeps its intrinsic geometry,
whereas no further breakages appear. An EDX analysis
verifies the coating resistance on the rake as well as the
failed zone (regions A and B accordingly). The stress
development presented in the middle part of this figure

Figure 9: Coating fatigue failure and flank wear
development in milling with optimized cutting wedge

effective radius.
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computationally sustain the observed coating failure.
The region of failed coating is characterized by a local
concentration of von Mises equivalent stresses. By
inserting this maximum stress value in the
corresponding TINALOX@ Woehler diagram, it is clear
that the coating resoruces are exhausted after
approximately 8xl0a successive cuts. The stress
distribution along the rake face is also illustrated, with
the maximum stress appearing as aiready mentioned at
the filleted tool tip close to the flank. After the first
coating failure occurred in the location of the maximum
stress, a flank wear propagation mechanism of the
cutting wedge is initiated, as the diagram in the lower
left part of the figure demonstrates.

4.2 Optrmuation of cuffing wedge radius

The upper diagram of fisure l0 shows the accumulated
number of successive cuts up to the first coating failure
in milling with different tool wedge radii. A decreasing
of the insert cutting wedge leads to an improvement of
the coating cutting time without failure. To analytically
explain this experimental result, FEM supported
calculations of the occurring in the coating von Mises
stresses were conducted with various effective cutting
wedge radii. The lower left diagram depicts the
maximum calcuiated von Mises stress S.ou** versus the
effective cutting wedge radius p.6. There is a decrease
of the maximum developed von Mises stress occurring
through the enlargement of the wedge radius from 5 up
to 12 pm. Inserting these stresses in the corresponding
TINALOX@ Woehler diagram, the improvement of the
coating service time over the increasing of the cutting
wedge radius, until a first coating failure occurs, can be
found out. According to the Woehler diagram, the
maximum calculated stresses correspond to numbers of
cuts until the first coating failure appears, which are
approximately the same with the actual ones derived
from the milling experiments. The presented results also
indicate that a further increasing of the effective cutting
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Figure 10: The effect of the cutting wedge effective
radius on the maximum developed von Mises stresses

and on the first coating fatigue failure.
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radius over approximately l5 pm has no influence on
the developed in the coating stresses and herewith its
contribution on the avoidance of a coating fatigue
failure is negligible.

5. Substrate surface treatments to improve the
coated inserts cutting performance

To find out the influence of coated substrate surface
integriry on their cutting performance, milling
experiments were carried out. The cutting experiments
were performed using a 3-axis numerically controlled
milling center. A prescribed number of successive cuts
was set before every inspection of the cutting insert
wear status. The tool wear condition was monitored by
means of optical and SEM investigations as well as
EDX analyses for six variations of substrate surface
treatments, The cutting wedge wear status for the
substrate surface treatments cases such as the as
deposited. micro blasted at high pressure and polished

/18,19,221, at various cutting stages is demonstrated in
fisure L L. As it can be observed in the SEM
micrographs, the coated tool with the polished substrate
has the worst wear behavior and in this case the coating
is removed very soon from the tool rake in comparison
to all other substrate surface treatments. Due to this fact
considering the VDI and impact test results /18, 19,221 it
can be stated that this wear behavior occurs through the
adhesion diminishing, owing to the substrate surface
polishing process. The coated insert with the untreated
substrate shows a slightly improved milling
performance in comparison to the polished one, while
the insert treated through micro-blasting at high
pressure has the overall best cutting performance mainly
due to its better coating-substrate adhesion strength as
already expiained.

The flank wear versus the accumulated nurnber of cuts
for the examined substrate surface treatments is
presented in figure 12. The flank wear was monitored
by means of an optical microscope. The less intense
wear increasing in the conducted milling investigations
occurs in the case of the micro-blasted at high pressure
substrate surface, where almost 10) cuts were reached
up to a flank wear of 0.15 mm. On the other hand the
worst cutting behavior appears in milling with polished
inserts, approximately 4.5x104 cuts for the same
maximum flank wear value. The other substrate surface
treatments lead to wear developments between the
mentioned extreme cases, as shown in the figure. The
inserts without an additional surface treatment, as well
as the treated through micro-blasting at a low pressure
(mbl) have a sufficient coating adhesion. However, due
to the existing relatively to the other treatments high
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roughness picks, the coating during cutting is earher
locally faiied and the tool flank and rake are not any
more protected.

6 Optimization of the feedrate to improve the
premature coating failure

A premature coating failure can also be avoided through
optimizing the applied feedrate for a given tool
geometry. In order to navigate the influence of this
parameter, milling experiments at various feedrates
were conducted using cutting inserts with an effective
radius oi 5 pm. In fieure 13 the inserted SEM
micrographs correspond to successive cutting wedge
wear stages at various feedrates. Throughout the range
of accumulated successive cuts from -{x101 up to 4x104,
the federate leading to a maximum undeformed chip

Figure 13: Coating fatigue failure and flank wear
development at various feedrates.

thickness of h"u:1i7 pm seems to have the superior
behavior. Instead, in the case of h"u:80 pm the worst
flank wear behavior was obtained as shown in the
corresponding SEM micrographs of the cutting edge
after various number of cuts and in the flank wear
diagram in the lower figure part. The first coating
failure for both h.u:80pm and ?00 pm feedrate cases
occurs after approximately 5x10' cuts, while in the case
of h.u:l 17 pm after 104 cuts, according to these
experimental results. Moreover the further wear
propagation in the case of h.u:117 pm seems to be
slower in comparison to the two other feedrate cases.

To analyticaliy sustain the experimental previous results
concerning the effect of the applied feedrate on the tool
performance, appropriate FEM supported stress
distribution calculations were performed. In the upper
part of figure 14 the developed von Mises equivalent
stresses at the cutting wedge in the feedrate cases I, II
and III with undeformed chip thickness 80, 1 17 and 200
pm respectively are inserted. The maximum developed
stress in case I, leads to a tool tip overstressing and to a
consequent premature failure. Feedrate cases II and III
correspond to less intense cutting rvedge loadings. In the
left diagram of the middle part of the same figure the
maximum developed von Mises equivalent stress versus
the maximum applied undeformed chip thickness h.u is
shown. The stress in the case of h.u:117 prm, gets a
minimum value, rvhich is in good agreement with the
actual tool wear status presented in figure 13, The
correspondence between the maximum developed

Fieure 14: The effect of the applied feedrate on the
maximum developed von Mises stresses and on the

coating fatigue failure.
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stresses and the consequent expected coating failure is
performed by means of the TINALOX@ Woehler
diagram, depicted in the upper right diagram. In the
focused area the expected number of cuts up to the first
coating failure are clearly shown. From this point of
view, it is clear that in the case of a feedrate
corresponding to an undeformed chip thickness h.u:l 17
pm, the expected number of cuts up to the first coating
fatigue failure is higher than in the other cases with
lower or higher feedrates. In the conducted FEM
calculation, the parameters modification such as cutting
force components and the chip compression ratio at the
various feedrates were considered. The chip
compression ratio alteration versus the h.u is illustrated
at the bottom left diagram of the figure, having a
decreasing tendency with the increasing of the
undeformed chip thickness.

7. Appropriate coating material selection to improve
the cutting performance

To examine the influence of the coating material on the
tool cutting performance, milling experiments were
conducted with HSS coated inserts. Fieure 15 illustrates
the stress distribution within the cutting edge, during
milling under the same cutting conditions. These
contours refer to three examined coating cases CrN,
TINALOX@ and SLIPERTINI@. In this position the chip
exhibits its higher dimensions, with respect to the
cutting kinematics. The less stiff coatings CrN and
TINALOX@ illustrate the maximum von Mises stresses
on the rake face and near the tip of the cutting edge. On
the other hand the much stiffer SIIPERTIN* develops
the maximum von Mises stress at a distance from the
tip of the cutting edge, still on the rake face.
Considering the elasticity modulus of the SUPERTINI@
coating, the increasedstresses in comparison to the other
investigated coatings are explained, since for the same
level of the substrate and coating deformation the
stresses are magnified by the increased elasticity
modulus. With the aid of the presented FEM supported

Fiqure 15: Stress distributions
coatings on HSS inserts under

conditions.

in the investigated
the same cutting

procedure, the maximum stresses can be predicted and
compared to permitted ones, regarding the coating
continuous endurance.

The experimental behaviour of the examined coatings
on HSS substrate fits to the previously presented
computational results. The film damages shown in the
SEM photograph inserted in fizure 16 for SUPERTII{@
coating agree with the stress distributions presented in
figure 15, where the maximum von Mises equivalent
stress, significant criterion for coating fatigue failure,
lies at a distance from the tip of the cutting edge of
approximately 50 pm. The same region in the SEM
photo illustrates failures of the coating, since the EDX
microspectral analyses there (region A) indicate
substrate material, i.e. high speed steel components. The
superficial composition of SUPERTINP coating without
any damage is illustrated in the EDX analysis of region
B of the same figure. The same figure illustrates
analogous experimental results for the less stiff coating
TINALOX@. The SEM photograph inserted in the upper
part of the figure illustrates an early stage of the coating
cohesive fatigue failure. The initiation of the coating
failure is observed near the tip of the cutting edge,
where a concentration of the von Mises stresses appears
(see figure 15). The failure is depicted by the EDX
microspectral analyses which indicate substrate
components near the tip of the cutting edge. Moreover
the SEM picture after 1.4x105 cuts illustrates the
progress of the coating failure.

The flank wear (VB) behaviour of the investigated
coatings is demonstrated in the left part of fieure 17.
The wear behaviour of CrN coating, having the poorest
fatigue resistance is directly comparable to the HSS
substrate. In the examined case, a cohesive failure was
observed at a very early stage, after which the flank
wear increases rapidly. This behaviour is not acceptable
for coated tools and therefore soft coatines exhibitine

@

0  4  8  0  4 I
Energy (kev)

f.=0.1 rnm/tooth,rev, v.=30 m/min,
S 6-5-2-5, 42CrMo4V R.=1.05 GPa
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Figure 16: Failed zones on the rake face of
supnTTffiuted HSS inserts derived by SEM and

analyses as well as corresponding data for the initiation
and progress of TINALOX@ coating.
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Figure 17: Flank wear versus the number of successive
cuts in milling with various coated HSS inserts as well

as their fatigue behavior.

poor heat and fatigue resistance, such as CrN are not
recommended for cutting processes. The SUPERTINP
coating failures were observed in all investigated cases
at about 104 successive cuts. However the coating
fracfure was gradual and the exposure of the substrate
material lasted many successive cuts after the failure
init iation. The tool managed to. withstand the applied
cutting ioads for more than 5x10" cuts with a flank wear
less than 0,4 mm. In the case of TINALOX@ coating, a
cohesive failure was started to be visible after
approximately 10s successive cuts. This failure was a
consequence of cutting edge microbreakages, due to
fatigue phenomena of the HSS substrate.

The increased hardness and wear resistance of this
coating even after its failure initiation, permitted a
remarkable wear resistance for the entire cutting edge.
The cutting experiments with TINALOX@ coated
specimens were terminated in a very later stage, when
the flank wear reached aporoximately the value 0.1 mm.

8. Cutting performance optimization through
annealing

The milling experiments were conducted with as
deposited and variously annealed coated inserts at a
cutting speed of 100 m/min. The cutting wedge wear
status was monitored by means of SEM observations
and Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) analyses. In fiqure
l8 SEM micrographs of the examined cutting wedges at
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Figure 18: Coating fatigue failure and wear
development at various annealing temperatures.

various wear stages are inserted. The first coating
failure appears at the cutting wedge rounded area close
to the flank 116l. The as deposited coating fails earlier
than 5x103 cuts, while in the case of annealing l, a
coating failure occurs later. The failure of the annealed
2 coating takes place earlier in comparison to the other
two cases, the further wear development is more intense
and the coating removal in the chip contact zone on the
tool rake is remarkable.

Figure 19: First coating failure and flank rvear
development of coated inserts anneaied at vartous

temperatures
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The experimental results shown in fieure 19 verify the
previously mentioned tool wear behavior speculations.
The annealed insert after annealing 2 cuts onlv
approximately 103 times until a coatinglfailure appeari
whereas the as deposited coated tool managed to cut up
to 4.5x103 cuts. The annealed insert after annealing 1
managed to cut 7x103 times up to the first coating
failure. All these experimentaliy determined data are
very close to the expected ones, according to the coating
fatigue calculations, explained in the previous figure.
The further wear development after the first coating
faiiure, demonstrated in the lower diagram, exhibits
again the superior wear behavior of the annealed coated
insert after annealing 1, conducting almost 105 cuts up
to a flank wear of 0.2 mm.

In order to analyically sustain the experimental results,
FEM simulations of the contact between the cutting
wedge and the workpiece material were conducted. At
the upper part of fisure 20 the von Mises equivalent
stress distributions in the cutting wedge for the as
deposited and the annealed 1,2 cases are demonstrated.
The maximum developed equivalent stress in the as
deposited and the annealed 1 cases appears at the
cutting wedge rounded area close to the flank. On the
other hand, the use of contact elements in the FEM
simulation of the miii ing process lI8l, to consider the
adhesion problems in the case of annealed 2, revealed
high occurred von Mises equivalent stresses on the tool
rake face. Inserting the maximum developed stress
values in the corresponding Woehler diagrams, the
coating fatigue failure expectations during milling can
be predicted. Hereby, the first coating failure for the as
deposited insert is expected to occur approximately after
4x10' successive cuts, whereas at anneaiing I and
annealing 2 after 6x103 and20 cuts respectively. The

Figure 20: Stress distributions at the cutting wedge for
various annealing temperatures and with their aid

coating fatigue faiiure expectations during the milling
process.

increased von Mises equivalent stresses on the tool rake
face in the case of annealed 2, explains the early coating
removal from the tool rake, demonstrated in figure 6.

9. Conclusions

In milling, ways to increase the cutting performance of
coated tools were investigated. The first aim was to
prevent the coating from premature failure. In this
sense, a tool geometry optimization by increasing the
cutting wedge effective radius leads to a superior
performance of the cutting wedge as the conducted
milling experiments clearly show. Moreover, the higher
the developed stresses in the coatin g are the earlier the
first coating failure appears and the more rapid the wear
propagation develops. In the examined cases, the
increasing of the undeformed chip thickness i.e. of the
feedrate up to an optimum value appears to be
beneficial for the tool service life. Furthermore coating
annealing and substrate surface mechanical treatments
may lead to higher cutting performance. These
experimental results are also analytically sustained by
FEM supported stress calculations and there is good
agreement between the experimental and the
computational ones. Finally the effect of the coating
material on the tool performance was examined, with
TINALOX@ to have the superior performance both on
HSS and HM substrates.
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